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Who is the SMC eLearning-200 training system intended for?
… technical schools and companies,
... people who are to be introduced to the field of automation engineering,
… and people seeking to review or expand their know-how in the different areas of automation engineering. 

SMC eLearning-200 license models
Schools and companies can choose from a range of different license models. Each license can be personalized within the 
valid license period and transferred to other users, one person at a time. After your license has expired, you can renew it 
or switch to a different license model. Schools benefit from a pricing model to suit their specific needs; companies using 
eLearning-200 have access to hands-on training in pneumatics and electro-pneumatics. 

SMC eLearning-200

? !

Technical expertise, knowledge from experience 
and learning by doing are essential elements of 
in-company training and qualification. Highly quali-
fied employees are crucial for a company’s flexibility. 
Particularly in a field like industrial automation that 
evolves rapidly on a daily basis, state-of-the-art 
know-how is absolutely necessary. 

Would you like to use know-how transfer for your 
team in an efficient and easy way? And achieve 
great results in a short period of time?
SMC, the worldwide leading expert in drive and con-
trol technology for pneumatic and electrical systems, 
is your partner for addressing tomorrow’s require-
ments today. The SMC eLearning-200 training sys-
tem combines theory and practice, and gives you a 
knowledge advantage in the shortest period of time. 

Expert knowledge 
for your business



SMC eLearning-200 training system
Your benefits at a glance

Would you like to learn more about our training system, without obligations? 
Visit our demo version  and get an idea of the different training modules. 
www.smc.at/elearning200-example

The online training system is available for use 7 days a week, 24 hours a day. This gives you the highest degree 
of organizational flexibility to build and expand your knowledge in automation engineering. 

Is there anything you would like to ask us?
Are you interested in using the SMC eLearning-200 training system?
Please do not hesitate to get in touch with your SMC sales contact.
Or contact us at:
T: +43 (0) 2262 62280 0
E: elearning@smc.at
W: www.smc.at/elearning200

We look forward to hearing from you!
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Comprehensive training content 
to give you a competitive edge

Training system structure

Each of the 13 automation engineering subjects is organized into modules 
and chapters; carefully designed to ensure easy navigation and usability: 
 > All texts are included as audio files
 > Chapters start with brief introduction and definition of objectives
 > Learning contents are increased gradually
 > Numerous animations and illustrative images
 > Central concepts are repeated at the end of each chapter
 > Optional quizzes at the end of each chapter to test learning objectives
 > Certificate after successful completion of each module

Overview of training content

 > Introduction to industrial automation
 > Principles of pneumatics
 > Introduction to electricity
 > DC electricity
 > AC electricity
 > Solid state
 > Introduction to wiring
 > Introduction to electric motors
 > Sensor technology
 > Programmable controllers 
 > Process controls 
 > Hydraulics / electro-hydraulics
 > Robotics


